The standard method to retrieve information can be formally defined as follows. To ask a query, one gives the properties of the entities to be retrieved, and the answer is the set of all the entities that satisfy the query. Another method, is to ask the overall information about a given entity, and the answer is the corresponding information. An example of the first kind of query is: "what are the drugs that contain a given molecule?", an example of the second kind is: "what are the properties of a given drug?". This latter method has deserved very few researches though it has great potential practical applications. However, it raises many non trivial issues. The first one is to find a precise definition of the fact that a piece of information "is about" a given entity. We recall the formal definition that have been proposed in formal classical logic, and the main properties that follow from this definition. The second one is to adapt existing automated deduction methods to compute this new kind of answer, using either deduction or abduction techniques. Finally, we present potential extensions to our definition and guidelines for automated deduction strategies.
Introduction
Since the beginning of the seventies many research works have been devoted to define theoretical foundations and to develop tools to retrieve data in the form of so called Relational Databases. In these databases the information is formally organized with a rather limited number of predicates whose extensions may be very large. This approach requires to define a priori the predicates and to store the information in this predefined form. This is not a constraint for applications in the field of management because the predicates are rarely changed. These predicates are known by users and they are used to express queries in formal languages like SQL. The retrieved information must satisfy exactly these formulas. Now, the information which can be accessed via Internet is not formally structured in that way. Rather, in most cases, it is represented in natural languages and queries are no more expressed in a formal language but by keywords. These keywords, from a logical point of view, may be constant symbols or predicate symbols. Then, it is important to extend automated deduction methods to retrieve the overall information about one or several given entities.
The work presented in this paper tries to propose theoretical foundations and practical methods to design tools that allow to retrieve the overall information about a given entity. It is based on previous works by philosophers and logicians [13, 16, 8, 1, 15] , and also on works about automated deduction [18, 2, 14, 12, 10, 11] . Our main objective in defining these practical methods was to define a bridge between the theoretical definitions of relevant information and an automated resolution strategy which is as efficient as linear resolution. We are perfectly aware that more efficient strategies could be designed.
In the following section 2 we have classified the different approaches to store and retrieve information using examples. In section 3 are presented the theoretical foundations that allow to characterize the information which is about a given entity. The next section is devoted to the presentation of automated deduction methods to retrieve this information. Finally, in the last section is presented a set of open questions that deserve further researches.
2 Selecting information about a given entity: a new perspective for information retrieval
The standard approach to retrieve information from a knowledge base (KB) is to request all the entities that satisfy given properties. If this approach is formalized in classical logic, KB is represented by a set of formulas (many of them represent atomic facts), and the properties are represented by a formula of the form F (x) 3 . The answer obtained by deduction is the set of entities a defined by: { a : KB → F (a)}.
For instance, in a knowledge base about car accidents we may have the information that: if someone is driving and is drunk then he may have an accident, if someone is driving and the road is icy then he may have an accident, Smith and Dupont are driving, and Smith may have an accident. This information is formally represented by: KB = {∀x(drunk(x) ∧ driving(x) → accident(x)), ∀x(icy ∧ driving(x) → accident(x)), driving(Smith), driving(Dupont), accident(Smith)} Then, the query is represented by: F (x) = driving(x) ∧ accident(x), and the answer is: {Smith}.
If we want to know whether Dupont may have an accident the query is represented by: F = accident(Dupont), and the answer is: unknown, because from KB we cannot infer that this fact is true, and we cannot infer that it is false. Now, if we want to know in which circumstances Dupont may have an accident we have to ask another kind of query that gives in the answer these circumstances. In formal terms this answer is obtained reasoning by abduction, that is by looking for the minimal assumptions that must be added to KB to derive the fact that Dupont may have an accident.
The general formalization of these answers is defined as follows. The query is represented by a formula of the form: F , and the answer is the set of formulas H which is minimal, in some formal sense like subsumption, such that:
KB → (H → F )}. For instance, for the query: F = accident(Dupont), the answer is: {drunk(Dupont), icy}, because, if these assumptions are added to KB it is possible to derive F .
A new approach to retrieve information is to focus on the entities rather than on their properties. That leads to give the priority to the notion of aboutness.
According to this approach, a query is defined by the entity c we are interested in, and the answer is defined by the set of formulas F that are about this entity c and that can be derived by deduction from KB. That is:
KB → F and About(F, c)}, where About(F, c) means that the formula F is about the entity represented by the constant c.
For instance, if the query is to know everything about Dupont that can be inferred from KB, the answer is: {drunk(Dupont) → accident(Dupont), icy → accident(Dupont), driving(Dupont)}.
In the case of answers defined by abduction, the answer is defined in a similar way as in the standard approach, except that we only want to get the assumptions that are about a given entity c.
Then, the answer is formally defined by:
KB → (H → F ) and About(H, c)}, where H is minimal in the same sense as above.
For instance, if the query is: F = accident(Dupont), the answer about Dupont is: {drunk(Dupont)}, and the answer icy has been removed because this fact is not about Dupont.
In another context, if KB contains information about patients and diseases, if we want to know the assumptions that are possible explanations for the fact that Dupont has a given disease, it could be interesting to focus on the explanations that are about a given drug.
To sum up, in the new approach, information that can be retrieved either by deduction or by abduction is focused on information about a given entity. Then, we need a clear definition of the fact that a piece of information is about a given entity.
3 Formal characterization of sentences that inform about a given entity
In [6] sentences that are about a given entity in the semantics have been defined. A first order predicate calculus language L c is defined, where c is some given constant symbol. Neither function symbols 4 nor the equality predicate are allowed in the language. Terms are either variable symbols or constant symbols.
L c is defined by the following rules.
(i) If p is an n-ary predicate and t is an n-tuple of terms, then p(t) ∈ L c .
(
(iv) All the sentences in L c are defined by rules 1, 2 and 3.
As usual we adopt the following notations:
. Quantifiers of the form ∀x = c and ∃x = c are called "restricted quantifiers".
Definition 3.2 Interpretation.
Let's consider a language L c as defined in Definition 3.
• D is a non empty set of individuals,
• i is a function that assigns · to each predicate symbol of arity n a subset of D n , · to each variable symbol an element of D, · to each constant symbol an element of D,
In the following D will be called the domain of the interpretation, and i will be called the interpretation function, or, for short, the interpretation.
Notation: the domain of M will be denoted by D M and the interpretation function of M will be denoted by i M .
Definition 3.3 Satisfiability conditions.
Let M be an interpretation of the language L c . The fact that a formula F of L c is true in M is denoted by M |= F , and is inductively defined as follows.
• If F is an atomic sentence of the form p(t), where t is a tuple of constant symbols or variable symbols, we have
• M |= ¬F and M |= F ∨ G are defined from M |= F and M |= G as usual.
• M |= ∃xF iff there exists an interpretation M x/d that only differs from M by the interpretation of variable symbol x,
• M |= ∃x = c F iff there exists an interpretation M x/d that only differs from M by the interpretation of variable symbol x,
A formula F is a valid formula iff for every interpretation M we have M |= F . This is denoted by |= F .
Definition 3.4 Variants of an interpretation with regard to an entity.
Let L c be a language as defined in Definition 3.1. We call variants of M with regard to c the set M c of interpretations M defined from M in the following way.
every variable symbol and constant symbol,
• i M is defined from i M for each predicate symbol as follows: if p is a predicate symbol of arity n · if t is an n-tuple of terms of language L c that contain no occurrence of the constant symbol c, then
Intuitively, a variant of a given interpretation for a given constant symbol differs only by the truth assignment of atomic formulas where this constant appears as an argument of the atomic formula.
The set of variants M of the interpretation M with regard to an entity named with the constant symbol c is denoted by M c . Notice that M belongs to M c , and that, if M belongs to M c , M belongs to M c too.
Definition 3.5 Sentences that are not about an entity.
Let F be a sentence of language L c . We say that F is not about an entity named by the constant symbol c iff for every interpretation M , we have M |= F iff for every interpretation M in M c we have M |= F .
The fact that F is not about entity c is denoted by NAbout(F, c). In short we have:
We say that a formula F is about the entity c, if it is not the case that NAbout(F, c). This fact is denoted by About(F, c). In short terms we have:
It can be checked that, according to Definition 3.5, sentence p(a) is not about the entity c, and that sentences p(c) and ∀xp(x) are about entity c.
The most important properties about the notion of aboutness that have been proved in [6] are listed below.
In [6] a syntactical characterization of a large subset of formulas that are not about c has been proposed.
Automated deduction methods to retrieve information about a given entity
To consider automated deduction tools to retrieve information we define automated deduction methods based on Resolution [17] . These methods require to formally represent sentences in clausal form. Clausal form restrict slightly the expressive power of the language but for a large number of real applications this is not a practical limitation. Then, in the following it will be assumed that the overall information is represented in clausal form.
In the next subsections we present first a classical abduction method, second a deduction method to retrieve information about a given entity, and in the third subsection we extend the classical abduction method to retrieve information about a given entity.
Classical abduction

Definition 4.1 Clause.
A clause is a first order formula of the form:
A literal is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula.
The free variables of a clause are implicitly universally quantified. Many strategies have been defined to compute answers in the standard approach when the answers are obtained by deduction.
When the answers are obtained by abduction the number of strategies is rather limited. There is, for instance, the SOL-resolution defined by Inoue in [9, 10, 11] , and the l-inference defined by Demolombe and Fariñas del Cerro in [5] .
We briefly resume below what is the l-inference.
Definition 4.2 l-Clause.
A clause C is an l-clause iff there is an atomic formula in C with l as predicate symbol.
Definition 4.3 l-Inference.
A resolvent C from C 1 and C 2 by Resolution Principle is obtained by an linference iff C is an l-clause.
Remark. If C is an l-clause one of the parent clauses C 1 or C 2 is an l-clause.
Definition 4.4 l-Deduction. Let S be a set of clauses. An l-deduction of C n from S is a finite sequence C 0 . .
Theorem 4.6 Let S be a set of clauses, if C is a clause derivable from S, there is a clause C', subsuming C, such that C' is derivable from S by an R-deduction.
The Theorem 4.6 has been proved by Lee in [14] .
Theorem 4.7 Let S be a set of clauses and l a given predicate. If there is an R-deduction of the l-clause C, then there is an l-deduction of C.
The proof of Theorem 4.7 can be found in [5] . 6 
Deduction restricted to an entity
We present now an automated deduction method to derive answers which are about a given entity.
This method should have good performances because it derives only clauses which are about a given entity represented by the constant c, and they are obtained by linear deductions.
Definition 4.8 c-Clause.
A c-Clause is a clause such that there is a literal in the clause and a term in this literal which is either a free variable or the constant symbol c.
In the following it is assumed that clauses are not tautologies. It can be easily checked that c-clauses are formulas about c. A c-deduction of C n from S is a finite sequence of clauses C 0 . . . C n such that each C i is either a clause in S or there are C i 1 and C i 2 in the c-deduction, with i 1 < i and i 2 < i, such that C i is obtained by a c-inference from C i 1 and C i 2 .
C 0 is called the top clause.
Theorem 4.11 If C is obtained by a c-inference from C 1 and C 2 , and C 2 is a cclause, and C 1 is the resolvent by Resolution Principle of the two clauses E 1 and E 2 , then there exists a c-inference of E 2 and C 2 whose resolvent is F , and there exists a c-inference of E 1 and F whose resolvent is C.
Proof schema. Let L 2 be the literal in C 2 which is resolved with a literal in C 1 . Without loss of generality we can assume that this literal in C 1 is an instance of a literal in E 2 which is called L 1 . Let M 2 be the literal in E 2 which is resolved with some literal M 1 in E 1 . Then, E 1 and E 2 have the following form:
Let σ 1 be the mgu of M 1 and M 2 , and σ 2 be the mgu of L 1 σ 1 and L 2 . then the clauses C 1 , C 2 and C have the form:
Since L 1 σ 1 and L 2 can be unified there exists a mgu σ 1 of L 1 and L 2 . Let F be the resolvent by Resolution Principle of E 2 and C 2 . F has the form:
The literals M 1 and M 2 σ 1 can be unified by the mgu σ 2 . Let C be the resolvent by Resolution Principle of E 1 and F . Then, C has the form: C = e 1 σ 2 ∨ e 2 σ 1 σ 2 ∨ c 2 σ 1 σ 2 It can be proved that F and C are c-clauses. Then, they are obtained by a c-inference.
It can also be proved that the clause C is the same clause as C. 2
Theorem 4.12
If there is an R-deduction of C from S and the clause C 2 such that C is a c-clause and C is the c-resolvent of the clauses C 1 and C 2 , then there exists a c-deduction of C from S and C 2 , such that C 2 is the top clause.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length n of the R-deduction of C 1 . Induction hypothesis. If there is an R-deduction of C from S and the clause C 2 such that: C is a c-clause, C is the c-resolvent of the clauses C 1 and C 2 and the length of the R-deduction of C 1 is ≤ n, then there exists a c-deduction of C from S and C 2 such that C 2 is the top clause.
For n = 0 the induction hypothesis is true (trivial). Assumption: there is an R-deduction of C from S and the clause C 2 such that: C is a c-clause, C is the c-resolvent of the clauses C 1 and C 2 and the length of the R-deduction of C 1 is n + 1.
Let E 1 and E 2 be the two clauses whose inference by Resolution principle is C 1 . The length of their R-deductions is ≤ n.
From Theorem 4.11 the deduction of C 1 from E 1 and E 2 , and of C from C 2 can be transformed into a deduction of F from E 2 and C 2 and of C from E 1 and F , where C and F are obtained by c-inference.
From the induction hypothesis, there exists a c-deduction δ 1 of F from S and C 2 . From the induction hypothesis we can also infer that there exists a c-inference δ 2 of C from S and F .
Therefore the sequence δ 1 δ 2 is a c-deduction of C from S and C 2 . 2 Theorem 4.13 If there is an R-deduction of C from S such that C is a c-clause, then there exists a c-deduction of C from S.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length n of the R-deduction of C. Induction hypothesis. If there is an R-deduction of length ≤ n of C from S such that C is a c-clause, then there exists a c-deduction of C from S.
Assumption. There is an R-deduction of length n + 1 of C from S such that C is a c-clause.
Let C 1 and C 2 be the clauses whose inference by Resolution principle is C. Therefore either C 1 or C 2 is a c-clause. Let C 2 be that c-clause. Since the length of the R-deduction of C 2 is ≤ n, by induction hypothesis there exists a c-deduction δ 1 of C 2 from S.
From Theorem 4.12 there exists a c-deduction of C δ 2 from S and C 2 . Therefore the sequence δ 1 δ 2 is a c-deduction of C from S. 2
Abduction restricted to an entity
To only retrieve answers that are assumptions about an entity we have to design an abduction methods which is more specific than the SOL-deduction 7 or the Ldeduction.
Definition 4.14 lc-Clause. A clause is an lc-clause iff it is both an l-clause and a c-clause.
Definition 4.15 lc-Inference. An lc-inference is an inference which is both an l-inference and a c-inference.
It is worth noting that there are lc-clauses that are R-deductibles from a given set of clauses S, such that it does not exist an R-deduction in which each resolvent is an lc-clause. Let's consider, for instance, the set of clauses: S = {¬q ∨t, q ∨l, ¬t∨p(c)} and the lc-clause: l ∨ p(c).
Definition 4.16 lc-Deduction. An lc-deduction of C n from S is a finite sequence of clauses C 0 . . . C n such that there exists i, 0 < i < n, such that the sequence C 0 . . . C i is an l-deduction, and the sequence C i+1 . . . C n is a c-deduction, and C n is an lc-clause. Theorem 4.17 If C is obtained by an lc-inference from C 1 and C 2 , and C 1 is a c-clause and C 2 is an l-clause, and C 1 is the resolvent by Resolution Principle of the two clauses E 1 and E 2 , then there exists an l-inference of E 2 and C 2 whose resolvent is F , and there exists a c-inference of E 1 and F whose resolvent is C.
Proof schema. The proof is very close to the proof of Theorem 4.11.
2
Theorem 4.18
If there is an R-deduction of C from S such that C is the resolvent of C 1 and C 2 , and:
• C is an lc-clause, C 1 is a c-clause and C 2 is an l-clause,
• there exists a c-deduction of C 1 from S,
• there exists an l-deduction of C 2 from S, then there exists an lc-deduction of C from S.
Proof schema. The proof is by induction on the length of the c-deduction of C 1 . Induction hypothesis. If there is an R-deduction of C from S such that C is the resolvent of C 1 and C 2 , and:
• C 1 is obtained by a c-deduction from S whose length is ≤ n,
• there exists an l-deduction of C 2 from S then there exists an lc-deduction of C from S.
Assumption. There is an R-deduction of C from S such that C is the resolvent of C 1 and C 2 , and:
• C 1 is obtained by a c-deduction from S whose length is n + 1,
• there exists an l-deduction of C 2 from S Let E 1 and E 2 be the two clauses such that C 1 is their resolvent by c-inference. Either E 1 or E 2 can be resolved with the clause C 2 (see the proof of Theorem 4.17). Without lost of generality it can be assumed that this clause is E 2 .
From Theorem 4.17 the R-deduction of C can be transformed as follows: an l-inference infers the clause F from E 2 and C 2 , and a c-inference infers the clause C from E 1 and F . In this transformation the l-deduction of C 2 and the R-deductions of E 1 and E 2 remain unchanged.
Since F is an l-clause, from Theorem 4.7 there exists an l-deduction δ 1 of F from S.
Since C is a c-clause, either E 1 or F is a c-clause.
Case 1. F is a c-clause. From Theorem 4.12 (replacing C 1 by E 1 , and C 2 by F ), there exists a c-deduction δ 2 from S and F whose top clause is F . Therefore the sequence δ 1 δ 2 is an lc-deduction of C from S.
Case 2. E 1 is a c-clause. Since C 1 is obtained by a c-deduction of length n + 1, the c-deduction of E 1 is of length n. Then, by induction hypothesis, there exists an lc-deduction of C from S. 2
Theorem 4.19
If there is an R-deduction of C from S such that C is an lc-clause, then there exists an lc-deduction of C from S.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the c-deduction of C. Induction hypothesis. If there is an R-deduction of C from S of length ≤ n such that C is an lc-clause, then there exists an lc-deduction of C from S.
Assumption. There is an R-deduction of C from S of length n + 1 such that C is an lc-clause. Case 1. Either C 1 or C 2 is an lc clause.
Let's assume that C 2 is an lc -clause. The length of the R-deduction of C 2 is n. Then by induction hypothesis there is an lc-deduction of C 2 from S. Since C and C 2 are c-clauses, from Theorem 4.12 there is a c-deduction of C from S whose top clause is C 2 . Therefore the lc-deduction of C 2 and this deduction make an lc-deduction of C.
Case 2. Neither C 1 nor C 2 is an lc-clause.
Therefore C 1 is a c-clause and C 2 is an l-clause (or vice versa). Then, from Theorem 4.11 there is an l-deduction of C 2 from S and from Theorem 4.13 there is a c-deduction of C 1 from S. Therefore, from Theorem 4.18 there is an lc-deduction of C from S.
For most of the applications, as mentioned in section 2, we have to generate the set of clauses (l-clauses, c-clauses or lc-clauses) which are in the answer. The previous theorems could be applied to generate this set. In addition this set should be minimal with respect to redundancy. The design of algorithms to implement these methods deserves further researches.
Further works and conclusion
The lc-deduction which has been presented combines the benefits of traditional Relational Database methods and Internet information retrieval methods to retrieve information, and it does not have their drawbacks. In the former methods the expressive power is too much limited, while in the latter it is not enough specific. For example, to retrieve information about Dupont and about accidents, we may get answers of the kind: "Smith has an accident, or Dupont's birthdate is July 18th 1975.
From a technical point view there are still many problems to be solved. Some of them are listed below.
Semantic selection of c-Clauses. According to Definition 4.8 any clause which contains a free variable is a c-Clause whatever is c. For example, the clausal form of the formula: ∀x(drunk(x)∧driving(x) → accident(x)) is a c-Clause because the universal quantifier can be instantiated by any constant c. For example, it is a clause about Dupont and there is no doubt that its instance: drunk(Dupont) ∧ driving(Dupont) → accident(Dupont) is about Dupont. However, if we assume that P ussy intuitively denotes a cat, it is quite odd to say that the instance: drunk(P ussy) ∧ driving(P ussy) → accident(P ussy), and when we want derive information about P ussy it is desirable not to derive this kind of formula. A possible research direction to reach that goal could be to define a specific treatment for literals in clauses that characterizes the types of the variables. For instance, if we have in the knowledge base a formula which expresses that drivers are human being and another one that expresses that cats are not human being, from the fact that P ussy is a cat we could infer that the general sentence about drink drivers is useless when we are interested in P ussy. From works about Domain Independent formulas [3] we know that the domains of universally quantified formulas must be explicit, else we get formulas which have no intuitive meaning. Then, the identification of literals in a clause that characterize the domain could be used for this semantic treatment.
Complete syntactical characterization. The decidability of the class of formulas that are about a given entity is an open problem. In the case of a positive answer to this problem it would be interesting to find a complete characterization of this class.
These problems should be refined to the case where aboutness is analyzed in the context of a given theory (see [6] ). Indeed, a sentence may be or not about an entity depending on the fact that it is considered or not in the context of a theory. For instance, the formula: accident(Smith) ∨ accident(Dupont) is about Dupont in the absence of context. However, in the context of a theory where we have: accident(Smith), the same formula is not about Dupont, because in this context accident(Smith) ∨ accident(Dupont) is always true.
Language extension to function symbols. If we accept function symbols in the language we have to extend the Definition 3.4 to functions. A possible extension to be investigated is to have a very similar treatment of predicate symbols and function symbols in this definition, that is: the interpretation of function symbols should remain unchanged if the arguments of the function are different of c or if their interpretations are not the same as the interpretation of c.
Specific problems related to Skolem functions. Skolem functions are introduced only to apply automated deduction methods and require a specific analysis. The reason is that they have a meaning which is defined by the formulas that have been transformed by skolemisation. For instance, the formula: ∃x(driving(x) ∧ f ather(x, Smith)) leads to the clauses: driving(α) and f ather(α, Smith). Since the formula ∃x(driving(x) ∧ f ather(x, Smith)) is about Smith, the skolem constant α implicitly refers to Smith because it refers to an entity who is Smith's father. From this simple example we can see that skolem constants, or skolem functions, cannot bee freely interpreted and require specific treatment in the definition of aboutness.
Language extension to equality. There are many applications where the background theory contains information about equality and the definition of aboutness has to be revised if equality is added to the language. For instance, if in the theory Smith's father is Dupont, in formal terms: Dupont = f ather(Smith), the sentence accident(f ather(Smith)) is clearly about Dupont.
Equality also raises difficult problems in designing efficient automated deduction methods. Indeed, a brute force application of paramodulation rule leads to extremely expensive computations. It is possible to find heuristics to reduce the problem, but there are few works in this direction. 8 Sentences about a given topic. It may be that the information about a given an entity is too large to be efficiently exploited. For instance, if one asks the overall information about a given drug the answer may be extremely large. In that case it can be more convenient to select the information about that drug which is about a given topic, like, for instance, toxicity. In [4] a logic has been proposed for reasoning about sentences that are about a given topic. The combination of this logic with the definition of sentences that are about a given entity should deserve further researches.
